Human Ad4BP/SF-1 and its related nuclear receptor.
Ad4BP (or SF-1) is an essential transcriptional factor for steroidogenesis as well as for the development of the reproductive axis. We elucidated the structure of the human Ad4BP gene. The spliced variants of Ad4BP gene, ELP1 and ELP2 in mice, are unlikely to be present in humans since the analysis of the human gene revealed an in frame stop codon, 36-bp before the first ATG of Ad4BP. The promoter sequence of human Ad4BP, upstream of non-coding exon 1 was highly conserved, and E-box was also found to be essential for the transcription of human Ad4BP gene. During the process of the human Ad4BP gene cloning, we happened to obtain an Ad4BP-related gene, FTZ-F1beta which also belongs to the nuclear receptor family. We revealed cDNA structures of rat FTZ-F1beta, and found that rat has at least two types of FTZ-F1beta isoforms, which differ only by 21 amino acids length in the A/B domain. The tissue distributions of FTZ-F1beta in rat examined by RT-PCR, was found to be abundant in liver, pancreas, and gastrointestinal tracts. These results suggest that the physiological significance of FTZ-F1beta is different from that of Ad4BP.